In this paper we propose the use of fractals and especially the Hilbert curve, in order to design good distance-preserving mappings. Such mappings improve the performance of secondary-key-and spatial-access methods, where multi-dimensional points have to be stored on an l-dimensional medium (e.g., disk). Good clustering reduces the number of disk accesses on retrieval, improving the response time. Our experiments on range queries and nearest neighbor queries showed that the prc+ posed Hilbert curve achieves better clustering than older methods ("bit-shuffling", or Peano curve), for every situation we tried.
INTRODUCTION
In this work we propose some space-filling curves which achieve superior distancepreserving mappings. Informally, a space-filling curve is a continuous path which visits every point in a k-dimensional grid exactly once and never crosses itself. The space-filling curves provide a way to order linearly the points of a grid. The goal is to preserve the distance, that is, points which are close in space and represent similar data should be stored close together in the linear order.
Distance preserving mappings are useful in two general situ&ions: a) when we have to manage multi-dimensional points (geometric data) and b) when we have to store a 6 dimensional array on the disk. Multidimensional data appear in many applications. In all of them, the performance is improved if the data (=points) are clustered in groups of similar points. The main motivation for this work is ___--------t Also with University of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer Studies (UMIACS).
This research was sponsored partially by the Nat,ional Science 'Foundation under the gra.nts Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. efficient secondary key retrieval. A record wit.h Ic attributes corresponds to a point in a I+d space (see Figure 1 .1). A class of secondary key methods is based on the idea of distance preserving mappings, using "bit-shuffling" or "z-ordering" [16] , which is essentially the Peano curve. The binary representations of the attribute values are combined ("shuffled") to create a single value, the "z-value", which can be used as t,he primary key in conjunction with an! primarykey access method. Thus, any primary key access methods gives immediately rise to a. secondary key access met,hod. The performance of the latter clearly depends on how good a. clustering the distance-preserving ma.pping achieves.
Moreover, older secondary key met!hods can benefit from the present work: E.g., the grid file [14] needs to store a k-d directory on the disk; a good way to st.ore it would definit,ely reduce t.he number of disk accesses on partial match and range queries. Additional applications for dist,ance-preserving mappings include the following: In numerical analysis, large k-d arrays that have to be stored on disk [7] . In computational geometry. Heuristics in geometric complexity problems use distance-preserving mappings: E.g., to solve the traveling salesman problem, the cities are ordered in a linear ordering, and visited in this order. [I] . In compression of images, where a distance-preserving mapping transforms t,he image into a bit string, before any standard compression method can be applied [ 121. In embedding rectangular grids on hypercubes [4]. The two well-known space-filling curves which we compare are the Hilbert curve and the Peano curve. The hypothesis is that the Hilbert curve, which has only short vertical and horizonta.1 jumps between points, is more efficient in processing queries than the Peano curve, which has some diagonal jumps [8] . Among the different types of queries [18], we focus on range queries, that is, queries that specify ranges for some or all of the attributes. We also focus on nearest neighbor queries, which are queries on finding neighboring points of a particular point.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 shows how these two space-filling curves are recursively derived. Section 3 briefly describes the experiments on range queries and nearest neighbor queries. Section 4 discusses the results of the experiments.
SURVEY -SPACE-FILLING CURVES
In general, space-filling curves start with a. basic path on a k-dimensional square grid of side 2. The path visits every point, in the grid exactly once without crossing itself. It has two free ends which may be joined with other paths. The basic curve is said to be of order 1. To derive a curve of order i, each vertex of the basic curve is replaced by the curve of order i-l, which may be strategically rotated and/or reflected to fit the new curve.
The basic Peano curve for a 2*2 grid, denoted iV,, is shown in Fig. 2.1 . The recursive nature of the Peano curve is easier to understand than the Hilbert curve since the curve is not rotated nor reflected in deriving its higher order curves. To derive higher orders of the Peano curve, replace each vertex of the basic curve with the previous order curve. The basic Hilbert curve of a 2*2 grid, denoted H1, is shown in Fig. 2.2 . The procedure to derive higher orders of the Hilbert curve is to rotate and reflect the curve at vertex 0 and at vertex 3, but to keep the curve the same at the other two vertices. The curve can keep growing recursively by following the same rotation and reflection pa.ttern at each vertex of the basic curve. Alwa.ys replace the vertices of the basic curve with the curve of the previous order. Fig.  2 .2 also shows the Hilbert curves of order 2 and 3. An algorithm to draw this curve is given in Griffiths [lo] and Wirth [22] . The path of a space-filling curve imposes a. linear ordering, which may be calculated by sta.rting at one end of the curve and following the path to the other end. Orenstein 1161 used the term z-ordering to refer to the ordering of the Peano curve. He also used the term z-value to refer to t,he order of the point in the z-ordering. We shall use the same terminology here and we shall introduce the terms hordering and h-values to refer to the corresponding ordering and values of the Hilbert curve. Fig. 2.3 gives an example of the ordering imposed by the Peano curve and by the Hilbert curve of order 2. 
EXPERIMENTS.
The setting we have in mind is as follows: We are given a set of multidimensional points; we use a distance-preserving mapping to assign a value (say, "x"-value) to each point; we sort the points according to their "xl'--values and store them on disk pages. Note that not all possible "x8'-values need to ,be present; only the existing points are stored. In this setting, the best measure for the response time is the number of disk accesses that the average range query requires.
The number of disk accesses depends not only on the mapping, but also on the capacity of the disk pages: the number and distribution of data points etc. A measure that depends only on the mapping is the number of clusters that the average query retrieves. For a given distance-preserving mapping "x" that maps the points of a k--d grid on l-d, a cluster is defined to be a group of points with consecutive "x"-values. The proposed measure is a good indication of how good a clustering a dist,ancepreserving mapping can achieve: If a range query retrieves few clusters, then it is likely to require few disk accesses on the actual file.
Intuit,ively, we expect the Hilbert curve to have a better ordering than the Peano curve, since the points in the latter curve are separated by some diagona,l jumps. We perform a similar experiment for nearest neighbor queries. An example of a nearest neighbor query is to find the closest gas station from the point of the accident. Figure  3 .2 illustrates this example. The entire grid is a map of a neighborhood, which is stored in a database. X represents the point of the accident and G represents the gas stations in the area. The lines represent street blocks and the numbers represent the order we stored the information in the database (using the h-ordering for the Hilbert 'curve).
G-6 -9 -10 Calculate the h-value of X Keep adding and subtracting one from X's h-value unt.il you find a gas st,ation. In our example, Gi5 is t,he first one found. Calculate the Manhat tan distance from Gi5 to X. The dista.nce is t,wo blocks. Check all pointIs which are within t.wo blocks of X (on t,he two dimensional grid) to see if any closer closer gas: station exists. We see from Figure 3 .2 that a gas stat,ion exist,s which is only one block away from X. Figure 3 .3 is-a one-dimensional diagram which shows the points which are within t,wo blocks of X on the two-dimensional grid. The points which are accessed are in the shaded regions of the diagram. Note that they are in three clust,ers. The number of disk accesses are limited by only three random disk accesses and t,he other sequential point,s are probably on the same page. Ot.her methods t,o find the nearest neighbor will have grea.ter than or equal to the same number of disk a.ccesses, because the order in which they search the data will be scattered. Our experiment to handle this query and similar nearest neighbor queries is to find the farthest distance from the current point to its neighboring points (points whose UxU-values are arbitrarily close to t,he current point's "x"-value). The closer similar "x8'-values stay t,ogether on the grid, i.e., better distancepreserving mapping, the less number of points will need to be accessed to find the nearest neighbors.
To carry out the experiments, we needed a,lgorithms that calculate the h-value of a point from its coordinates. We also needed the inverse transformation.
For the 2-d case, we developed a recursive algorithm; for the 3-d and 4-d case, we used algorithms based on finite state machines 121. The calculation of the zva.lues are trivial, involving simply the shuffling and un-shuffling of bit strings. These a.lgorithms a.re listed in a technical report. [9] 4. RESULTS We experimented wit.h the Hilbert curve and the Peano curve of two, three and four dimensions. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the average number of clusters for all the possible range queries, for 2 and 3 dimensions, respectively. Table 4 .3 shows t,he average number of clusters for all 3*3*3*3 sha,ped range queries on the four dimensional grid. Three*t,hree*three*three shaped range queries means each at,tribute (dimension) has a range of three values. The first column of t,he Tables gives t,he number of points N on ea.ch side of the grid. The last, column, 1; of the Tables gives the difference between the Hilbert curve and the Peano curve. The results show t)hat) the Hilbert curve consistent~ly requires fewer clusters than the Peano curve, as we intuit,ively expected. Table 4 .3 Average number of clusters for all 3*3*3*3 shaped range queries for four-dimensional curves.
Note that the number Q of possible range queries is exponential on the dimensionality k of the space:
For -large values of N or k:, the number of queries is too large, making the experimentation difficult.
Tables 4.4, 4.5 and. 4.6 show the average farthest distance from each 'poirit, to its neighbor points (points whose "x"-values are wit,hin N/2 numbers of the current point's "x"-value), for 2: 3 and 4 dimensions, respectively. Again, the results show that the Hilbert curve generates a better dist,ance-preserving mapping.
The contributions of this work are: l the proposal of the Hilbert curve and, in general, of fractals t,o achieve good clustering for seconda.ry key retrieval. 0 the experimentation, tha,t indicates t,ha.t the proposed Hilbert, curve a.chieves bet)t,er result,s t:ha.n t,he z-ordering (Pea,no curve) for processing ra.nge a.nd nearest, neighbor Table 4 .4 Average farthest distance of the neighbors of all the points, for two-dimensional curves. Table 4 .5 Average farthest distance of the neighbors of all the points, for three-dimensional curves. 
